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2

2 Superb little steel hand drill, maybe a dental
or a surgical tool. Chrome plated with rosewood
crank handle. 7” long, no maker’s mark. Plating is
very good with just a few blank spots. G+ $ 60-120
3
Possibly the most attractive hand drill ever made: Whitney patent
10 ½” drill marketed by Tower and Lyon, New York N.Y. - the same company
that sold the equally attractive Chaplin’s patent planes. There are no
markings on the drill, just those gorgeous red and gold decorations (striping)
on all sides. Some dealers attribute Pat May 4 1886 to this tool – I found that
Whitney had a patent for a twist drill bit approved under that date. There
are no maker’s markings on the tool. G+ $ 120-250
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1 Very rare 14” bronze–framed
eggbeater drill. George Langford’s excellent
type study on Millers Falls #2 drills lists this drill
as the first model or type N. It has all the
Millers Falls features found in the malleable
iron models, most noticeably the wrap-around
frame that protects the main gear. Very few of
these drills have changed hands which makes
any type study a work in progress. To the best
of my knowledge only 3 of these are
documented, this one included! The patented
Almond chuck used was patented in 1876, a
date that would fit in with the Millers Falls
history as well as research that suggests a
starting date of 1878 for the famous # 2 drill.
Whether Millers Falls made them, had them
made or copied them might eventually be
determined if more examples come to light but
I would not hold my breath! G+ $ 250-500

3
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Antique Tools & Parts Sales in March, June, Sept & Dec - to subscribe to free catalogues please write or email.
The low estimate is the reserve – I accept any amount on or over the reserve. Send in your bids anytime. Deadline is 12.00 noon on
auction day. The highest offer wins. If identical bids are received on a lot the first one in is the winner with one dollar added to clear
the bid. I’ll invoice you the day after the sale. Postage & handling are extra
I rate the condition of the lots from P (poor) Fr (fair) G (good) G+ (very good) to F (fine)

2
4 Another Whitney patent drill with original red and
gold striping. This one has an added cast iron bit storage
facility in the head – there is no cover on it. Apart from
that it looks identical to lot 3 with even more of the
original finish intact. 10 ½” long. G $ 100-200

3
4

5 Early 10 ½“ hand drill with bit storage covered by a rosewood
screw top. Marked O.W.B. – I could not find anything on the
maker but I’m sure it’s an early drill from around the same period
as lot 4. Re-painted gloss. Fr $ 50-100

5

7

6
6
Millers Falls 04 small hand drill with
improved chuck. Re-painted gloss (close to
enamelled original) 8” long. Fr $ 40-80

9
9 Millers Falls #4 eight inch drill in
good working order but re-painted
in black gloss. Fr $ 25-50

8

7 Millers Falls 4 (earlier version of
the 04) Most of the original finish is
intact. 8” long. G+ $ 40-80

8 Millers Falls 4 drill. Partially repainted in
good working order. Fr $ 30-60

10
10 A pressed steel 8” drill with red
handle, reminiscent of MF Buck Rogers
type but it’s not and there are no
maker’s indication. G $ 20-40

11
11 Re-painted MF 4 drill, identical to lot 9
but this one has some “gear-problems” due
to damaged pinion teeth. P $ 20-40

13
12

12
Millers Falls No 2A hand drill in original box. MF sticker on
head, the ferrule between the shaft and the head is cracked,
otherwise in fine condition. 14.5” long. Box is good. G+ $ 60-120

13 Millers Falls No 04 8” hand drill in original box. This is
the later model with improved chuck (1907-1914) Drill F,
box good with some repair work done. $ 100-200

14
15
14 Whitney patent 10 ½” drill marketed by Tower and Lyon, New
York N.Y. Approximately 60% of the red & gold decoration is intact.
Some rust spots. G $ 70-150
15 Another Whitney patent 10 ½ “ drill. Re-painted. Marked 423
in two places. This model started off black. Fr $ 30-60

16

16 Goodell-Pratt 10” hand drill with bits in hollow handle. Lost all
the plating on the centre gear, rest good. $ 20-40

3

17
20

18
21

22
19

17 Millers Falls # 2 hand drill with wrap-around frame.
These “framed” models were sold from 1878-1895.
Cocobolo head without storage. 14” long. G $30-60
18 Similar model with storage in head, early form G $ 30-60
19 Similar model with storage, later model. G $ 30-60

20 Millers Falls # 2 hand drill with cocobolo head with storage
facility for bits and roller guide to front. Many collectors consider
this model the best hand drill ever made. 14 ½ ” long, comes with
side handle. Re-painted, otherwise G+ $ 40-80
21 Millers Falls # 2 hand drill, “improved” model with two pinion
gear drive. Stained hardwood handles. No side handle. All original
and G+ $ 30-60
22 Millers Falls # 2 hand drill, similar to lot 21 but with side
handle. G+ $ 30-60

24
23

25

26

25
Scarce first model Millers Falls No 1 hand drill with
rosewood handle with storage facility. Sold around 1880. Lost
all of the original finish but mechanically sound with good
wood. 10 ½” long. G- $ 30-60
26 Millers Falls No 1 hand drill with rosewood main handle,
later model. Lost most of original finish but mechanically sound
with good wood. Bit storage in handle. 10 ½” long. G $ 30-60

23 Millers Falls # 980 tow-speed hand drill ca 1925 with mushroom head. 15 ¾” long – the biggest hand drill in this
listing. Knurled ring shifter between the pinions allows smooth and easy gear change. No side handle. G $ 30-60
24 Goodell-Pratt two speed hand drill, similar to lot 23 with some improved features. Drawback is the small and fiddly
gear shift button. Side handle might be a replacement. G $ 30-60
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27

28

27 Millers Falls 97 two-speed breast drill (1912-1944)
with 4 pinions, easy speed selector, adjustable crank
handle and ratchet mechanism for continuous motion
– a top tool with a lot of the original finish and most of
the decal intact. 17 ½” long and heavy! G+ 40-80

28 Millers Falls 97 two-speed breast drill
(1912-1944) similar to lot 27. Breast plate is
painted green. No side handle. G $ 25-50
29 Scarce large Goodell-Pratt high
speed breast drill – two speeds 7:1
and 2:1 - with aluminium housing
and leather “saddle” breast plate.
Made around 1915-20 it has a
futuristic space-age look about it.
19” overall length. G+ 70-140

29
30

30 Lot of 3 Millers Falls hand drills. From top: 980 two-speed, # 5 with cocobolo
storage head, slight damage to outer rim of main gear and # 1 with cocobolo
storage head and side handle. G $ 40-70
31 Opportunity lot of 6 hand drills by Craftsman, Millers Falls etc plus a partial
Whitney pat frame with gears. G $ 30-60
32 Opportunity lot of 9 hand drills, mostly Millers Falls, all in original condition.
G 40-70

32

31
34
35
36

37

38

34
A.H. Reid Archimedean drill with simple square 3/8” chuck to take old
style drill bits . 26” long when fully extended. Old fix to wood slide. G $ 20-40

33

33 Yankee 31A push screwdriver with 6 bits
including one Phillips in box (taped with
clear tape) plus a Yankee H 33 screwdriver
with one bit in good box. G $ 25-50

35 Quality Archimedean drill with “modern” 3 jaw chuck, wood head and slide.
Marked H.G.B. 16” long. A$ 20-40
36 A.H. Reid Pat Oct 12, 1882 Archimedean drill with brass tube, long wooden
head and wood slide. G $ 20-40
37 Goodell Bros., Pat July 22, 1890 marked on the brass ferrule of this early
“Automatic Screwdriver” 16” extended. G $ 10-20
38 Yankee 42 10” push drill with 6 bits in wooden storage tube. G $ 15-30
39
Lot of two marking - and one
mortice gauge, all with Sheffield
maker’s marks. Rosewood model is
Marples. G $ 20-30

39

40 Lot of 25 brace bits including 3
expansive bits, twist bits, centre bits,
shell and spoon bits G $ 20-40

40

5

42
41
43
41 Millers Falls # 2 hand drill with cocobolo head with
storage facility for bits and roller guide to front. Many
collectors consider this model the best hand drill ever
made. 14 ½ ” long, no side handle. Lost most of the
red striping. G $ 35-70

42 Millers Falls # 5 hand drill, 12.5” long, two-pinion gear with
side handle and bit storage in head. Stained hardwood. G $ 20-40
43 Millers Falls #5 hand drill, earlier model with cocobolo head,
no side handle, front even better than lot 42 with most of the red
finish intact. G $ 20-40

44
Large cast iron glue pot
marked on bottom: Kendrick 1
½ Pint. Complete, sound and
useable, surface rust only.
G $ 20-40

44

45
Opportunity lot of four
Millers Falls hand drills, all in
good condition but re-painted
in full gloss colours. Fr $ 20-40

45

46 Early Dutch brass plumb bob with
ring decorations and ornate finial. 3 ¼ ”
long. G+ $ 40-90

49

47 Dutch brass plumb bob with ornate
finial. 3 ½” G+ $ 40-90
48 Dutch brass plumb bob 3 ¾” with
ornate finial. 3 ¾” long. $ 40-90

49 French brass plumb bob with integrated
brass storage container. 2 ¼” long. G+ $ 40-90

46
50 Rare Record 1366 ⅜” bullnose plane with
rosewood wedge. This narrow thumb plane is only
3” long. G+ $ 100-200

47

48

51 Rare Preston Rd 387163 ⅜” bullnose plane with
rosewood wedge. Minor loss of nickel plating. 3”
long. G+ $ 100-200
52 Preston 5/8” bullnose / shoulder plane with
Preston cutter and VG rosewood wedge. Most
plating intact. 5 ¼” long. G+ $ 100-200

50

51
53

52

53 Scarce Stanley 26 two-fold two feet boxwood
rule with brass slide. Good patina, good maker’s
markings. G $ 60-120

54 54 Scarce Rabone 2414 two-fold two feet brass
rule with very ornate hinges. Both clasp are intact.
All markings are faint. G $ 40-90

55

55
Miniature marking
gauge by Marples. Beech
with
boxwood
wedge.
Maker’s mark on top and Pat
14734 on bottom of the
fence. 6” long. $ 25-50

56
56 Lufkin 852 L&R (left and right?) marks on this
four-fold two feet boxwood rule. Some chips
along the lower edge. G- $ 10-20
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57
59
58

57 Custom made 14” Dutch scrub plane with 1 ⅝” single iron
by Ferdinand Rubens. Beautifully grained wood with pegged
handle and front knob. Could well be a very early tool, hard to
say because it has been extensively cleaned. G- $ 60-120

58 French hinged 6” folding brass

square with integrated plumb bob
marked ligne aplomb plus other
markings. G $ 25-50

59 Rabone 1206 boxwood
rope gauge with brass
slide. Dutch company
name on side. F $ 25-50

62
60

61
61 Diminutive Dutch brace with round
swivel head and simple chuck. A
miniscule 8” long. G+ $ 30-60

61
60 Tailed Dutch coachmaker’s plane with round
and compassed sole. 6 ¼ “ long. G+ $ 40-80

62

62 Marples beech brace with cocobolo
head. Little used tool with tight head and
chuck. G+ $ 60-120

63

66

65
64
63 Preston router marked Preston and Patent
1399P. 8 ¼ “ x 3 ½ “. Unlike most other routers,
Preston provided for the cutter to be used on both
sides i.e. for closed and open throat work. G+ $ 4080

65 dovetailed 3/4” Spiers steel rebate
plane with rosewood infill and rosewood
wedge. Cutter is very good but not original.
Owner’s marks front and back. G $ 70-140

64 Small Preston router marked Rd 534243. Shown
with cutter in the open throat position. Removable
handles. 5” x 2 ¼ “. G+ $ 50-90

66 Preston 4 ½ “ trammel
points, one with pencil
holder. G+ $ 40-80

69
68

67
67 Three Preston levels: a) 12” maple with brass top
plate and brass feet. Preston mark and dated 1916. Well
used with rounded edges. G- b) 8” ebony with brass feet,
minor nicks to edges, green replacement vial. G+
c) nickel plated 4” iron level with green vial. G+ $ 50-100

68 Preston bullnose plane with 1
⅛ “ Preston cutter, used down to
7/16”. Very good rosewood
wedge, clean mouth and maker’s
mark on heel. G+ $50-100
70 Recent reproduction 6” brass
level in fitted teak box marked
Spirit Level 1872 Stanley London.
G+ $ 30-60

69 Two Lufkin 100’ steel tapes, one
boxed with papers, other japanned
brass “The Rival” G/G+ $ 20-40

70

7
71
72

71 Stanley 65 chamfer shave with R&L cutter. Most
japanning is intact. G+ $ 50-100

73

72 Melhuish 6” rosewood try
square in very good condition
apart from minor pitting spots
along the front edge. G $ 10-20

73 Stanley cast iron tool handle
with bit storage inside. Pat 1867
embossed on side. Comes with one
bit. G+ $ 30-70

75

74

74
Stanley 62 reversible spokeshave, both cutters with T logo 1907.
Approximately 60% japanning is intact. One edge is slightly chipped. Fr $ 40-80
75 Record A 151 adjustable spokeshave, most of the original finish is intact. G+
$ 15-30

76 Outstanding Record
405 combination plane,
unused in the original box
with all the regular
cutters plus an extraordinary number of 26
special cutters.
Also
included is the complete
set of No 6,8,10 and 12
Hollow & Round fences
with their cutters and the
nosing attachment. The
instruction
booklet
indicates a purchase date
of the mid to late 60s, the
condition shows that this
rare complete unit sat
unused on the shelf for
the last 40 odd years.
F $ 500-1,000

76

77

77 Record 050C small plough plane,
boxed with instructions and complete
set of 18 cutters. G+ $ 40-80

78
78 Record 2506 double sided
rebate plane, complete with
depth stop in original box. Close
to 100% finish intact. F $ 70-140

80

79

79 Record dowelling jig, unused in box with
clamp plus two sets of long extension rods. The
mother of all dowelling jigs! F $ 50-100

82

80 Record 778 rebate plane, unused
and complete with depth stop and
instructions in original box. F $ 70-140
82 Record 05 jack plane in good
condition with full length cutter and
good beech handle & knob. Most of
the original finish is intact. G $ 20-50
83 Record 9 ½ block plane in ok user
condition. Back edge of mouth is
slightly uneven. Fr $ 20-40

81

81 Record 071 router, complete
with d/s, 3 cutters & instructions
in original box. Unused. G+ $ 50100

83

8

86

84

85

84 Late mode Stanley 13-052 plough
plane with 10 cutters in original box.
Unused. F $ 40-80

85 Stanley 10 rebate plane,
made in England. Unused in
original box. Minor storage
rust on sides G+ $ 60-120

87 Excellent lot of 3 long-handled Brades
No 1773 machinist’s hammers, two with
partial stickers. ½ lb, 1 ½ lb and 2 lb. G+ S
30-50

87

86 Two fantastic display boxes with pop-up lids by Black
& Decker made in Australia. One contains a grinding and
buffing kit, the other an abrasive kit. Marketed for use
with ¼” electric drills in the lat 1950s. Boxes have a few
rough spots. Set one complete, set 2 has two bits missing.
G $ 30-50

89

90

89 Stanley 130 double-sided block
plane made in England. Unused in
box. F $ 35-70

88

88 Lot of two English speednut sets, one boxed. G $ 10-20

91
Lot of 6 small tools
including 2 ½” clamp, feeler
gauge, oil can with brass
stop,
Starrett
speed
indicator, English calliper
metric & imperial and offset
Millers
Falls
4-way
screwdriver. G $ 20-50

91

92
92 Lot of 14 pliers, all
shapes and sizes, mostly
named with US and UK
makers. 4”– 12 ½”. G+
$ 30-60

94

94
Sargent No
102 8” Grip Snip
outside
cutting
pliers and a pair of
Elect 8” engineer’s
pliers, both boxed
and F $ 20-30

90 Spiralux 1500 drill
grinding
attachment,
unused in box. F $ 15-30

93

93 Lot of 7 wrenches etc,
all with US or English
maker’s marks. 4” – 8”. G
$ 20-30

95

95 Marples beech mortise gauge
with brass slide. This is a short version
with a 6 ½ “ stem. Both steel points
are in perfect condition. Some dirt
spots otherwise G+ $ 10-20

96 Large Greenfield No 8305 screw plate tap and die set sizes ¼ , 5/16,
3/8 7/16, ½, 5/8 ¾ in original box 26” x 6 ½”. Little used. G+ $ 50-100

96

97 Stanley 18” cherry level and plumb, cleaned and port holes repainted plus a Hall & a Rabone line level, both in their tins. G $ 20-40

97

9

99
100

98
98 Rabone 1214 three-fold, one foot
boxwood iron- monger’s rule. I only
ever sold one in the last 15 odd years,
now I had three in a row! Grab them
whilst they are hot, I’m sure there
will be a long wait after! (see lot 190)
This one is G $ 70-140

99 Starrett combination set on a 9”
rule. All parts correct, complete with
scribe. G+ $ 40-90

100 Two lots of 3 precision scrapers
by Moore & Wright (triangular, flat,
curved half-round) The 6” set was
marketed for tool makers , the 12 “ set
for engineers. All G+ $ 30-60

101

101
Marples 9” drawknife with
hickory handles. Very little used tool,
no rust, no pitting, just some dark age
marks. G+ $ 30-50
102
Valtock London automatic
blowlamp, fuelled with methylated
spirit. Comes in original box (lid
missing) with tools and instructions.
Unused G+ $ 20-40

103
103 Eifel-Flash wrench with extra jaws
and tool in original pouch. G+ $ 15-30

102

104

106

104
3 early screwdrivers including
German knife handle type, Stanley 80 and
Good Line. 8”, 11” & 14”. G $ 10-20

107

107
Salter’s
spring balance
with re-painted
housing. Spring
doesn’t
work
properly. Good
decorative item.
Fr $ 15-30

105

105 English raw plug set with holder, bits and
brass size plate in pouch. F $ 15-30
106 Stanley 18 8 inch T bevel. G $ 10-20

108
109

111

110
109 Two sets of Record 143 jet clamps. G+ $ 10-20

108 Kelly Perfect 2 ½ lbs
axe head. Good markings,
little used. G+ $ 20-40

112

110 Two Black & Decker Gripmate clamps to be used with
B&D Benchmate Unused in boxes. G+ $ 10-20
111 Small electrician’s brace with 2 ¼” throw. Made in
Germany. Some loss of plating. G- $ 15-30

112 Lot of 6 multi tool handles
from different periods by various
makers. G $ 40-80

113

113 Stewart ¼ - ½ “ tap wrench in
original box. Little used. F $ 15-30

114
115

114 Two sets of bicycle spanners. G $ 5-10
115 Universal made in USA aluminium mitre clamp
with bench mounting bracket. 15” long. G $ 15-30

119
116
116 Two cast iron file handles
marked Made in USA on thumb
screws. G+ $ 15-30

117
117 Two Stanley 203 bench
brackets, both marked with
maker and model number. G+
$ 40-80

118
118 Stanley 59 dowelling
jig with six tubes and depth
gauge. Little used in box.
G+ 25-50

119 4 quality hones including
a 5” Norton Washita ; a King
Barber black; a Carborundum
round and a Pike Crystolon. G+
$ 20-40

10
120 Large brass plumb bob with knurled finial
and steel tip. 5 ¼ “ long, weighs 3 ½ lbs or 1.6kg.
G+ $ 40-80

121

121 Outstanding pre-war Norris 15 ½” jack plane,
dovetailed steel construction with rosewood infill
and handle. Comes with the original and virtually
unused Norris cutter fitted for this plane – number 4
in frog corresponds with # 4 on the cutter. I left the
few minor spots of surface rust for the picture
because I want to show the plane as I got it –
unmolested and perfect. However, I do have to
mention that the former owner’s initials are carved
into the toe. F $ 600-1,200

120

123

124

122

122 Outstanding Stanley 278 rabbet
and filletster plane, complete with d/s
and original fence in good but taped
box. Plane is fine with close to 100%
japanning intact. F $ 250-450

123 Stanley 238 weatherstrip plough
plane with d/s and spacer rods. One
cutter. Well over 95% japanning intact.
F $ 80-150

124 Stanley 39 ½ dado plane. Approximately
70% japanning intact. A very good, clean
plane. Lacks cutter. Note: I include a 5/8”
cutter with this plane. It can easily be cut to
size. G $ 70-120

126

127

125

125 Stanley 67 universal spokeshave, complete
with both soles plus fence in original box. Box in
fair condition with good label. Most plating
intact, excellent rosewood and no splits in
ferrules. G+ $ 150-250

126 Nice little beech 8 ½” panel
raiser with two fences, one
rosewood. 2 ¼” skewed cutter.
No maker’s mark. G $ 40-80

127 Stanley 148 7/8” match plane
(T&G plane) with correct cutters and
most of the nickel plating intact. G+ $
70-150

128

128 Rare 23 ½ “ transitional beech jointer by The Standard Rule Co, Unionville, Conn. This company started off as rule
manufacturer and lasted from around 1872 to 1889. In 1883 they entered the plane market using an adjuster based on a Rust Bros
patent granted October 30, 1883. In 1889 the company was taken over by the Upson Nut Co and plane manufacturing ceased soon
after. Marked The Standard Rule Co No 33 Unionville, Conn. on the toe. Same markings plus Pat Oct 30, 1883 on the cutter. I have
never seen one with a closed handle before – it might be a very good and early custom modification. The front knob is rosewood.
G+ $ 150-300

11
130 Sargent 708 (# 3 size) auto set smoothing plane with
most of the original finish intact. One tiny spot of
rust/pitting on side should clean ok. Close to 100%
japanning is intact. G+ $ 90-180

129

131 Stanley A 226 zigzag rule with brass
slide extension. One
small nick along the
slide edge. G $ 20-40

130

129 Clean Stanley 93 cabinet maker’s rebate plane
made in USA. Good early US cutter, most plating is
intact. G+ $ 80-160
132
Disston No 92
132
mortice gauge in very
good condition. One
sliver of wood missing
from top near screw G $
20-40

131
133

135

133 Impressive large wire measuring
machine 12” x 5” x 3 ½”, cast iron with
tin dial housing. Would have stood on
a shop counter to measure different
lengths of wire. All dials in good
working order. Bottom 10 feet, middle
100 feet, top 1000 feet. One of the
legs snapped and glued. G $ 100-200

134
136

134 Stanley 35 transitional
smoothing plane with Pat 92
cutter. Minor discoloration
and scratches, good handle.
G $ 40-80

135 Stanley 191 rabbet plane,
early model with ornate cap
screw and ivy decorations on
handle. Some paint splatters
and dirt. Box and plane G $ 60120

136 Stanley 1 smooth plane, early model with Pat
92 cutter. All original and just about perfect with
well over 95% japanning and absolutely no
apologies. F $ 800-1,300

138

137

139

138 6” Davis level with clino Pat 1867.
Restored i.e. re-painted, free of chips or
cracks. G $ 120-250
139 Stanley 40 scrub plane. Notched logo
137 Stanley 386 jointer gauge with close to 100% nickel
cutter, 95% japanning inside and out, good
plating intact. Great rosewood. Pictured without the spacer
rosewood handle and knob. G+ $ 60-120
screws – I will include a perfect replacement set. G+ $ 50-100
143 Stanley 60 ½ low angle block plane. 95%
japanning. Owner’s marks on both sides. G $ 25-50
144 Stanley 118 pressed steel low angle block
plane. 95% finish intact. G+ $ 20-40

140

141

142

140 Stanley 101 miniature block
plane with R&L logo cutter. Most
japanning intact G+ $ 25-50
141 B Plane 102 with early backlever on cap. 95% japanning. G+ $
20-40
142 Late Stanley 220 block plane
with screw-on lever cap. G $ 20-40

143

144

145

145 Stanley 110 block plane with 6 –point star lever
cap and correct R&L cutter. Japanning looks original,
lever cap probably was fixed and re-painted. G $ 3060

146 Bedrock 608C with SW cutter,
Stanley lever cap and VG rosewood.
Minor rust marks. G $ 200-400

12
147

149
150
148

147 Sharmanco made
in Australia - small
plough plane with 3
cutters, depth stop and
fence. G 20-40

149 Two Lufkin 6 foot zigzag rules, one with brass
slide extension. G $ 20-40

148 Original Lufkin 1938
catalogue of precision
tools. G $ 10-20

150 Coal hammer with advertising
on side. Some chips around the
face. 6” long. G- $ 30-70

151

152
151 Preston corner
clamp with 3”
capacity. Maker’s
mark on adjuster
screw. G $ 10-20

154

155

154 Tower & Lyon
(Union Hardware)
1904 Fine Tools &
Police
Equipment
catalogue re-print
110 pages, 9”x 6”
G+ $ 20-30

155 Metal Planes,
Norris 1914 - 1938
catalogue reprints
with added colour
illustrations. G+
$ 20-30

153
153 Poster reprints Davis
levels & Buck Bros chisels;
Birmingham Plane Co and
Stanley Quarter Century
Club reprints plus a
Martin Donnelly 1996
catalogue G $ 20-40

152
Little used
Vaughan & Bushnell
1927 tool catalogue
reprint, A 4 size, 60
pages. G+ $ 20-40

156

156 Two tailors squares: Rabone No 1513 24” boxwood with
brass corner. VG with minor water spots plus a 24cm wooden
square J. Greenfield & Sons, Sydney with quarter inch plus
metric scale. G $ 20-40
157 Most unusual double bladed “axe” of French origin with maker’s
mark. Beautifully made tool – in my opinion of considerable age.
Purpose unclear. 12” long, axe blade with 3 ¾” edge, gouge end with
1 ¾ edge. G+ $ 100-200
158 Long bladed French axe with
short handle. 10” blade with 5 ½
“ cutting edge. Maker’s mark on
blade. G- $ 60-120

157

158

159

161

162

161 Stanley 97
marking gauge
with pin one
side and roller
on the other. G
$ 15-30

159 Excellent large French pole
axe head . 11” with 6” cutting
edge. Marked Talbot 51. G+ 60-120

160

162
Lot of 12 wooden
plumber’s bobbins from 4
½ “ down to 1 ¼ “ G $ 2040
163 Beautiful early mahogany dividers with
pencil clasp, brass thumb screw and brass
ferrules. 15” long. G+ $ 40-80

163

160 Small 8 ½”ice pick.
This would not have
been a tool for serious
mountaineering- rather
a tool that went on the
end of a walking stick.
G $ 20-40
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166
164
165

164 Stanley 3 SW smoothing plane with all 165 Stanley 95 butt gauge in
parts correct. 90% plus japanning intact, box with instructions. F $ 25great wood with decal on handle. Some 50
minor storage rust. G+ $ 60-120

167

168 Stanley 42 saw set
in box with instructions.
G $ 30-60

170

173

169

168

167 Stanley 4 1/2C low knob, early pre 1900
model with P trademark cutter. Most of the
japanning is intact. Handle cracked with a
chunk of wood missing from the spur. Some
dust and dirt but overall G+ $ 60-120
170 Stanley 9 ½ block plane
with 95%+ japanning intact.
Late model without the finger
grip on the side. G+ $ 20-40

166 Stanley 95 edge trimming block plane with
notched logo cutter. Tiny nick along front edge,
G+ $ 70-140

169 Stanley 5 ½ jack plane made in USA. Over 95%
japanning intact, full cutter, good beech handle
and knob. Clean plane. G+ 50-100

172

171 Union 9 ½ size block plane with
most japanning intact. G+ $ 20-40
172 Stanley 9 ½ with SW knuckle-joint
lever cap. Over 95% japanning. G+ $
20-40

174

171

174 Stanley 66 ½ four-fold three feet
boxwood rule in unused condition. F $ 20-40

175

175 Stanley 68 SW logo four-fold two feet
boxwood rule. Unused. Slight warping to one
leg. G+ $ 20-40
173 Stanley 24 transitional
smoothing plane with Pat 92
cutter. Most japanning intact,
clean wood. G+ 50-100
th

178 19 c pair of sugar
nippers in good condition
but lacks spring and
closing clasp. G $ 20-40

176
177

176 Chapin Stephens 68 four-fold two feet
boxwood rule. Unused. F $ 20-40
177 Lufkin 651 four-fold two feet boxwood
rule, unused. G+ $ 20-40
179 Stanley 140 rabbet
& block plane, complete
with fence. One fence
screw is not original.
178
Minor rust spots, most
japanning intact, good
cutter. G $ 70-150

180
180 Jennings 18” cast iron level & plumb. All
vials intact, one corner chipped, some rust and
pitting marks. Filigree intact. G $ 80-150

179

14

181

183

181 Stanley 5 ¼ junior jack plane, last of the
rosewood models with over 95% japanning
intact. VG rosewood. G+ $ 60-120

183 Stanley 3 low knob 3 patents to 1910 in
bed, T-logo cutter, later SW keyhole lever cap.
Very good rosewood, most japanning intact. G
$ 50-90

182

182 Surveyor’s steel tape with pop-up brass
crank handle & brass frame marked Universal
Pat May 24, 1892 A.S. Alde Co, St Louis, MO.
10 ½” long. G $ 50-100

184

184 Stanley 54 spokeshave with
adjustable mouth. Good V logo
cutter (1910) G+ $ 15-30

185

186
185 VG and clean drawknife with 8” cutter. Age
marks, no rust and no pitting. No maker’s mark.
G+ $ 20-40

190

188

188
Mahogany Old
Woman’s Tooth router.
Nail holes in front from
old fence. G $ 20-40

186 Lot of two 6” squares by Stanley and
Starrett. Vial intact. Both good but dirty. G $
25-50

187 Buck, London wedge
stem beech plough plane.
Boxwood stem wedges
rough, plane with a lot of
patina. G- $ 20-40

189

189 Lot of 3 roofing hatchets from different periods by
the same US maker AJC (Anthony Joseph Crookston), all
three have the patented slitter, used to cut insulation
sheets on roofs. G-to G+ $ 50-100

191

191 Stanley 164 beech marking gauge with
brass insert on fence and brass plate for
convex work. Pat 73 on slide and on brass
plate. G $ 25-50

193
193 Stanley 79 made in USA side rebate
plane with just about 100% of the original
finish intact. F $ 40-80

194 Early Stanley 5 ½ C jack
plane with corrugated sole.
Plane is dated 1906 on side,
I think it’s actually a pre
1892 model. Cutter low, not
much japanning but good
wood. I’ll include a good US
made Victory cutter in the
correct size for this early
plane. $ 60-120

187

190 Rabone 1214 three-fold, one foot
boxwood iron- monger’s rule with
brass slide. This one has a small chip
along the slide and quite a bit of wear.
Fr $ 30-60

192 Plumb boy scout hatchet with original hickory
handle. Good Plumb maker’s mark plus official logo
of the Boy Scouts. Minor mushrooming to top. G $
50-100

194

15
195
198

197

195 Stanley 42 saw set for hand saws of
14 points or less plus Stanley 43 saw set for
large saws, crosscuts, circular etc 5 points
or less. Both unused in original boxes with
instructions. G+ $ 100-200

196 Millers Falls speed
indicator with two
rubber tips in box. G+ $
20-40

197 Stanley 113 circular plane with 1909 Stanley
WW logo cutter. 70% japanning intact. Good clean
plane. G $ 70-140
198 Stanley 113 with side wheel adjuster. Lakeside
cutter is a replacement. Not much japanning left,
some rust and dirt but complete and in working
order. Fr $ 60-120

199
201
200
199 Blue Grass 10” drawknife with good handles and good steel. Good
maker, good tool. G $ 25-50

201 Vintage cast iron lead smelting pot/ladle. 3”
diameter opening, 8” overall length. Minor nicks on
rim. G $ 30-60

200 Marbles safety hatchet with folding guard (folds into handle) This is
an original, not a cheap copy. Marble Arms Co Pat 1898 marking on
guard. One side of the handle has a cracked original grip, the other side
has a replacement wood insert. 11”long. G $ 60-120

205
202

204

203

205 Leather bit roll with 20 drill bits. G $ 20-40

202 Stanley 9 ¼ block plane. G+ $ 20-40
203 Stanley 9 ½ block plane. Paint markings,
otherwise G+ $ 20-40
204 Stanley 9 ½ block plane G+ $ 20-40

206

207

210

208
209

207 Ohio Tool Company 1910 catalogue reprint. 85 pages. G $ 15-30
208 North Bros Mfg Co, Yankee Tools & Ice Cream Freezers . Reprint of the 1912
catalogue. 117 pages. G $ 15-30

206 Stanley 130 double-sided block plane
made in USA. Rosewood knob, close to 100%
japanning intact. F $ 30-70

211

209 J.M. Waterston Tools & Factory Supplies catalogue No 25 re-print (1920s)
Pocket size but packs an amazing 416 pages of tools and hardware. G $ 15-30
210 Jackson & Tyler 1880 catalogue re-print. Foot lathes, drills etc. 112 pages G $
15-30

211 Stanley brass belt buckle, limited edition
1993. 3 ¾” x 1 ¾ “. G+ $ 20-40
212 Stanley brass belt buckle, limited edition
1980. 3 ¼ “ x 2 ¼ “ G. $ 20-40

212

16

213
215
214

213 Large watchmakers
staking set in fitted
wooden box. Marked
Westlake (US maker).
This set is free of rust,
in excellent condition.
G+ $ 70-140

215 Lot of 3 wooden sash cramps with wooden screws. European
origin, 770mm, 920mm and 1480mm. G $ 50-100

214 1 1/8” Wooden rebate
plane with laminated body
and adjustable mouth by
Danish maker Bendixen JPBO
with Berg Shark brand cutter.
F $ 25-50

216
216 Long surveyor’s trammel set marked David K. James. Nickel
plated. 1080 mm fully extended. G $ 20-40

219

220

218

217

218 16” brass target sights marked
Ross, London 1939. Ok magnification &
crosshair, some minor dirt. Relatively
short range, maybe tank? G $ 30-60

217 European horn plane marked LW
with adjustable mouth and 45mm double
iron by Berg with Shark brand logo. Cutter
has ½” left under the slot. Some scratches
on sole. G- $ 20-40

219 Set of 99 out of 100 radius templates in wooden
box by Trakedas Japan. G $ 20-40
220 Set of brass weights for small scales. G+ $ 20-40

223
222

221

221 Nice European 10” “foxtail” saw with
Peugeot Freres mark on blade and excellent
handle with pistol finger grip. Attractive little
dovetail saw. G+ $ 20-40
224 Brades meat cleaver with 6 ¼ “ cutting
edge. Little used, partial sticker on handle. G+
25-50

222 Ornate 6” clamp marked CT
Co, (Cincinnati Tool Co) USA Pat
2168257 (1937) G $ 20-40

223 Lock Tools Australia, bent Stillson type
10” wrench. G $ 10-20
225 Large circle cutter with 19” bar, brass
point with wooden handle and quality
slitter. Marked Bost, France. G $ 30-60

224

225

226 A monster of a wrench! 770mm long with a 140mm
jaw capacity. Wedge-lock and fine adjuster screw. Clean
and in perfect working order. Marked Key Trademark
with a key imprint. Also marked Roe Wrench Co and Pat
Oct 20, 1903. G $ 60-120

Selling your tools: If you want to include some or all of your tools in my sales please contact me now.
Tool Sales in December, March, June and September

